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Technical Analysis of Stock Trends, 9 EditionAMACOM, 2007


	Warp speed universe. Warp speed financial markets. The 8th Edition of this

	classic book appeared when it seemed that the millennium and paradise had

	been achieved and that, like McKay’s tulipomania, the price of stocks would

	rise forever and men would rush from the world over and pay whatever

	price was asked for...
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Nokia Smartphone HacksO'Reilly, 2005
Nokia's smartphones pack a powerful computer into a very small space. Unlike your desktop or laptop, your smallest computer can be connected to the Internet all the time, and can interact with the world around it through its camera, voice recognition, and its traditional phone keypad. Nokia smartphones combine these features with impressive storage...
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Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Create fully unattended installations and deploy configurations without breaking a sweat
	
		Discover and kick-start the newest RHEL 7 configuration and management tools through an easy-to-follow, practical approach for a lazy system management
	
		Be guided by an experienced RHEL...
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Hello World! Computer Programming for Kids and Other BeginnersManning Publications, 2009
"Computer programming is a powerful tool for children to 'learn learning,' that is, to learn the skills of thinking and problem-solving...Children who engage in programming transfer that kind of learning to other things."--Nicholas Negroponte, the man behind the One Laptop Per Child project that hopes to put a computer in the hands of...
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Beginning Ubuntu Linux: Natty Narwhal Edition (Expert's Voice in Linux)Apress, 2011

	This sixth edition of Beginning Ubuntu Linux introduces all of us—newbies, power users and system administrators—to the Natty Narwhal Ubuntu release.


	Based on the bestselling fifth edition, this edition introduces the new Unity interface while not neglecting the finely-tuned administration techniques for new...
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Red Hat Linux 9 Professional SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
This ultimate under-the-hood guide to Red Hat Linux 9 takes the reader beyond obvious information about this complicated OS, revealing hidden features, tricks and alternate methods not easily found elsewhere.

It takes an expert to unlock the deepest secrets of Red Hat Linux 9–to show you what’s really under the hood and how...
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Internet Technologies Handbook: Optimizing the IP NetworkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The Internet is an amazing communication medium. Its predecessor network, the ARPANET, was developed over three decades ago, yet many of the fundamental algorithms and protocols are still in use today. Granted, we don’t have to run these protocols on a refrigerator-sized computer; our laptop or palmtop PC will do quite well. But think of it -...
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Laptops For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Get a move on! Learn to roam free with this guide to choosing and using a laptop


	Laptops come with everything you need to get going — everything, that is, except a guide to buying and using one. This book covers portable computers from laptop to lap-bottom, with useful advice on picking one, setting it up, managing power and...
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PC User's BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The perfect go-to reference to keep with your PC
   

   If you want to get the most out of your PC, you've come to the right source. This one-stop reference-tutorial is what you need to succeed with your Windows Vista or Windows® XP computer, whether it's a desktop or a laptop. From setting up your PC to using it...
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Apple Pro Training Series : Logic Pro 7 and Logic Express 7Peachpit Press, 2005
With a new plug-in that re-creates the sounds of 11 of the world's best-known guitar amps, distributed audio processing (which lets you tap into a virtually unlimited number of Macs), new software instruments (including a killer drum machine), and a slew of workflow enhancements, it's no wonder you're chomping at the bit to start using Logic Pro 7...
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UPnP Design by Example: A Software Developer's Guide to Universal Plug and PlayIntel Press, 2003
Networked devices should be as easy for consumers to set up as stereo equipment—when you plug it in and turn it on, it just works. Universal Plug and Play technology can make this happen. This book is primarily a resource for software developers who are implementing UPnP technology in their products. It also provides a great introduction for...
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Wi-Fi Toys: 15 Cool Wireless Projects for Home, Office, and EntertainmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	The world's gone wireless–here's where it starts to get fun


	Wireless is all about freedom–freedom from cables, cords, plugs, and limitations. So why be limited to ready-made, cookie-cutter products? This book frees your imagination as it helps you create 15 exciting, individual projects using wireless...
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